Influence of dangling thymidine residues on the stability and structure of two DNA duplexes.
We have employed temperature-dependent UV spectroscopy, circular dichroism (CD), 400-MHz proton nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR), and computer modeling to characterize both structurally and thermodynamically the influence of unpaired, dangling thymidine residues (T) on the thermal stability and melting behavior of two DNA core duplexes. The specific DNA double helices that we have investigated in this work are core duplexes [d(GC)3]2 (I) and [d(CG)3]2 (IV), 3' dangling T derivatives [d[(GC)3TT]]2 (II) and [d[(CG)3TT]]2 (V), and 5' dangling T derivatives [d[TT(GC)3]]2 (III) and [d[TT(CG)3]]2 (VI). Our experimental data allow us to reach the following conclusions: (1) For both core duplexes (I and IV), the addition of dangling T residues on either the 5' or 3' end causes an increase in the optical melting temperature tm. (2) For both core duplexes, 5' dangling T residues induce a greater increase in the optical tm's than 3' dangling T residues. (3) For both cores duplexes, the increase in tm induced by the addition of dangling T residues is enthalpic in origin, with 5' dangling T residues inducing a greater increase in the van't Hoff transition enthalpy than 3' dangling T's. (4) Dangling T residues cause downfield shifts in all of the nonexchangeable aromatic protons of the [d(GC)3]2 core duplex (I), with the 5' T residues inducing the largest shifts. For the most part, this trend does not hold with the [d(CG)3]2 core duplex (IV). (5) For both core duplexes, the addition of dangling T residues causes an increase in the NMR tm's of almost all the nonexchangeable aromatic protons of the core duplex.(ABSTRACT TRUNCATED AT 250 WORDS)